Compressive sampling with prior information in remotely detected MRI of microfluidic devices.
The design and operation of microfluidic analytical devices depends critically on tools to probe microscale chemistry and flow dynamics. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) seems ideally suited to this task, but its sensitivity is compromised because the fluid-containing channels in "lab on a chip" devices occupy only a small fraction of the enclosing detector's volume; as a result, the few microfluidic applications of NMR have required custom-designed chips harboring many detectors at specific points of interest. To overcome this limitation, we have developed remotely detected microfluidic MRI, in which an MR image is stored in the phase and intensity of each analyte's NMR signal and sensitively detected by a single, volume-matched detector at the device outflow, and combined it with compressed sensing for rapid image acquisition. Here, we build upon our previous work and introduce a method that incorporates our prior knowledge of the microfluidic device geometry to further decrease acquisition times. We demonstrate its use in multidimensional velocimetric imaging of a microfluidic mixer, acquiring microscopically detailed images 128 times faster than is possible with conventional sampling. This prior information also informs our choice of sampling schedule, resulting in a scheme that is optimized for a specific flow geometry. Finally, we test our approach in synthetic data and explore potential reconstruction errors as a function of optimization and reconstruction parameters.